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Abstract 
Kuot is the only Papuan language among 26 Austronesian languages in New Ireland Province. It is classified as a phylum-level isolate in the East Papuan 
phylum. This language is situated in the north central part of NIP. Kuot is spoken by approximately 2,000 people in 10 villages which are scattered along both 
the east and west coasts. Nochi is the neighboring language to the north on the east coast, whereas Nalik is the neighboring language to the north on the west 
coast. Madak is the neighboring language to the south on both coasts. There are no significant dialects in the Kuot language. This paper is submitted to the 
Technical Studies Department of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, Papua New Guinea Branch, in partial fulfillment of the Grammar Sketch requirements. 

This study accepts the premiss that semantically defined boundaries (based upon the notions time, place, action, and participants) exist in texts; and, it goes on 
to demonstrate that in Kuot narratives a hierarchy of referential forms (or coding points) exists such that the application (or non-application) of certain 
referential forms correlates with the categories major participant, minor participant, and prop. This feature of Kuot discourse is important because it is an 
indicator of a speaker’s sentiments regarding who the main character of a narrative truly is — possibly contrasting with other less subtle indicators, such as 
amount of activity by a particular character or number of references made to a particular character. 

The author would like to thank Larry Lovell for his suggestions and contributions to the contents of this paper. 

Abbreviations  

CRS Currently Relevant State Particle 

dl dual 

excl/incl Exclusive/Inclusive 

f/m Female/Male 

fumkr Future Marker 

G  Genitive 

I Instrumental 

L Locative 

N Noun 

NP Noun Phrase 

• Object 

P Predicate 

pl Plural 

PN Pronoun 

RC Relative Clause 

RD Referential Distance 

S Subject 

sg Singular 

sor source 

top Topicalizer 

T Temporal 

TP Topic Persistence 

V Verb 

vaff Verb Affix 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Questions concerning objects and how people identify them have a long philosophical history traceable back to Aristotle 

(Mckeon 1941). Some philosophers like J.S. Mill (1843) have also undertaken to clarify ‘ideas about identity and how to 
identify’. Questions about identity have basically been related to the issue of ‘cognition’ in the realm of epistemology; and, 
notions about identity have been applied to work in fields of social science like linguistics. A similar notion also turns up in 
discourse grammar under the name of ‘reference’.  

Crystal (1991, p. 294) says that in grammatical analysis, the term ‘reference’ is often used to state a relationship of identity 
which exists between grammatical units, e.g. a pronoun refers to a noun or noun phase. According to Staley, ‘reference’ refers 
to ‘an expression which designates an object’ (1995, p. 80). It is used by a speaker to designate a referent; and, references are 
made with respect to objects that are resolvable by the participants in a communication. Therefore, a speaker uses some 
expression to designate a particular object or group of objects. Reference is, in a sense, negotiated by the speaker and hearer. A 
person who wants to communicate will refer to someone in such a way that the listener will be able to identify the object of the 
reference. Text-linguists (discourse grammarians) like Levinson (1983) and Grimes (1975) agree that at any given point in a 
story a speaker purposely chooses one reference form over another in order to achieve a communicational goal, whether 
consciously or unconsciously. So, ideally, the referring expression identifies the same object for both sides of the 
communication exchange.  

Participants in Kuot narrative texts can be referred to in different ways. My goal in this paper is to examine the participant 
reference system in Kuot narrative texts to determine where it is appropriate to use the various referential forms employed by 
native speakers. This analysis is based on 8 narrative texts (986 clauses) that were collected during 1989-1998 under the 
auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics. Included in this corpus are edited oral and written texts, both contemporary 
and traditional narratives, mostly related in third person. My research has shown that first person texts are identical to third 
person texts with respect to the referential system employed, the only exception being the occurrence of first person pronouns 
for the introduction of the first person as a major participant in the narrative, whereas in third person texts a proper name or 
noun is normally used to identify the main participant(s). Other than that, there is no difference between the two, as illustrated 
by the following examples.  

(from the story of ‘rain man’) 

1) Turuo ga mamo ruang la a-i-t afarat 
I and father my top 3sgOm-1dlS-know rain 
my father  and I know (how to make) rain 

 

2) Ga tu-me tu-pama ga irie la i-me i-la na panap la u-me ma-kala pagap a afarat 
and 1sgS-hab 1sgS-walk with he top dlS-hab 1dlS-go L bush top 3sgSm-hab 3plO-get things(pl) I rain 
and I used to keep company with him and we went to the bush where he used to get things for rain (making). 

 

(from the story of Tolani’s death)  

3) Tolani i-ruo migana la migana i-la kakan-i 
Tolani m-this man top man m-top big-m 
Tolani, this man was a big man 

 

4) ga migana o ubi la u-me ubi a-un mare Julius Chan 
and man of work top 3sgS-hab work 3sgm-ben someone Julius Chan 
and he was a work man who worked for Julius Chan  

Because the difference between first person and third person texts is minimal, in this study I limit my investigation to third 
person texts.  
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2. REFERENTIAL CHOICE AND THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE 
There are three different strategies commonly used in accounting for different referential choices based on environment: 

recency/distance, episodes and prominence. I employ each of them in my analysis. I also adopt some of the methodology that 
Staley (1995) uses for his goal oriented activation hypothesis to look at the phenomena of activation and topic persistence in 
the texts.  

2.1 Scale of Coding Points  
Every language has coding points to mark reference. Givon (1983) says that this is a scale of the most 

continuous/accessible (zero referent), to the most discontinuous/inaccessible topic. Or it can be viewed as a scale of 
phonological size with the iconicity principle underlying it: “The more disruptive, surprising, discontinuous or hard to process 
a topic is, the more coding material must be assigned to it” (pp. 17-18). But Givon’s scale of coding points is not applicable to 
Kuot texts without modification, since no instances of zero referent appear. And yet, the iconicity principle which Givon refers 
to does apply in the case of Kuot relative clauses.  

The important coding points of Kuot are the following:  

Chart 1: Important Coding Points in Kuot 

verb affix (vaff) most accessible 

noun phrase (NP) 

noun (N) 

name 

independent pronoun  

relative clause (RC) least accessible 

 

It is interesting to note that referents with verb affix (vaff) are more continuous/accessible than referents without vaff in 
Kuot narrative.  

Chart 2: Exhaustive List of Coding Points in Kuot 

verb affix (vaff) most accessible 

noun phrase+vaff 

noun +vaff 

noun phrase (NP) 

noun (N) 

name+vaff 

independent pronoun+vaff 

relative clause (RC) 

independent pronoun (PN) 

name least accessible 

I employ more than one strategy for my analysis because no specific strategy of referential management alone is sufficient 
to handle the Kuot data properly. 

2.2 Referential Choice 
2.2.1 Recency/Distance Model 

The recency/distance model is based on the idea that short term memory has a limited capacity. Given this limitation, it is 
asserted that older referents are replaced by newer referents. This approach considers the alternation between noun and 
pronoun to be a function of time (recency of reference), which is shown by the number of clauses between a given referent and 
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its antecedent. As referential distance increases, so does the amount of coding material required to maintain reference (Tomlin, 
1987, p. 455). The theoretical basis justifying referential distance is that the fewer clauses since the last mention of a referent, 
the easier the topic is identified. In short, this model basically considers referential distance to be a direct predicter of 
referential form.  

Furthermore, this model predicts that all referents are treated essentially the same, which means that participants are not 
ranked in importance. It also predicts that (1) there should be observable differences in some measure like referential distance 
for the different referential forms; and (2) topic continuity measures should not show any discernible difference for different 
referential forms. Finally, this model predicts that all new referents should be introduced by the same devices that are used for 
distant referents. From this investigation it is clear that a strict recency/distance account is not helpful when applied to Kuot. In 
the Kuot data only some predictions regarding referential distance can be defended; but even there, referential distance alone 
does not distinguish all the referential forms. 

2.2.2 Episode Model 
Longacre (1983) uses the term ‘episode’ as something that refers to plot structure rather than to the structure of the 

discourse. Similarly, according to Levinsohn (1994) episodes are thematic groupings or chunks. He says that the speaker is 
grouping sentences into units of text called thematic groupings. Episodes (thematic groupings) constitute prima facie evidence 
that some kind of grouping is present and groupings of different sizes suggest that in longer or more complex texts, thematic 
groupings can be nested within each other in a hierarchical arrangement. The reason for this conclusion is suggested by a 
general principle of cognition: “a chunk functions as a unit in memory, so that we can remember about the same number of 
chunks regardless of how many lower-order units are used in their construction” (Paivio & Begg 1981, p.176) Chunking is 
necessary so that people can handle large amount of information, but discontinuities in content also provide well-motivated 
occasions for it. 

Givon (1984, p.245) speaks of thematic continuity of episode as holding within a text. Table 1 presents four commonly 
recognized thematic dimensions in narrative: 

Table 1: Dimensions of thematic continuity/discontinuity in narrative from Givon (1984, p. 245 ff)  
Dimensions  continuity discontinuity  

time events separated by at most only small forward 
gaps 

large forward gaps or events out of order, 
discrete changes of place 

place same place or (for motion) continuous change discrete change of place 
action all materials of the same type: event, conversation, 

background, conclusion, etc. 
change from one type of material to another, or 

change in action 
participants same cast and usually same general roles vis-a-vis 

one other 
discrete change of cast of participants, or change 

of their relative roles 

2.2.3 Prominence/Topicality Effects Model 
Levinsohn also describes thematic groupings within narratives based upon the four dimensions described in Table 1. 

According to him, “In narrative, the speaker typically begins a new thematic grouping when there is a significant discontinuity 
in at least one of these four dimensions. Within a thematic grouping, there is usually continuity along all four dimensions” 
(1994, p. 23). This model claims that the different levels of importance of participants affects the referential forms used to refer 
to them.  

Artificial intelligence studies argue for the importance of focusing or foregrounding of a given referent. According to 
Tomlim, for example, pronouns would be used when a participant is in high focus, and noun phrases would be used for 
participants in low focus (1987, p. 457). This observation agrees with the work of Grimes and Levinsohn. They study 
participant reference in narrative from the single view point of the global status of a participant, i.e., how important the 
character is to the story. I found this helpful in analysing Kuot texts because a clear distinction is maintained in Kuot between 
certain forms used to refer to major participants, minor participants and props. 

2.2.4 Goal Oriented Activation Hypothesis 
The goal oriented activation model is developed by Staley (1995) on the basis of memorial activation theory. The common 

ground of these two activation theories is that both adopt a cognitive approach and deal with mental activity. The main 
difference is that the goal oriented activation hypothesis claims that the use of specific referential forms is based not only on 
the current activation level of a participant, but also on the activation level the speaker wants this referent to have in 
relationship to other participants. The goal oriented activation model draws heavily on the twin ideas of activation and 
suppression (Gernsbacher, 1990). According to Staley (1995, p. 96), activation does not deal with language per se, and yet it is 
key to understanding one of the current classes of models of reference. For Staley, activation correlates with the ease of 
accessibility that a person has to a concept in his mind. If something is highly active, it is easier for the person to be able to 
work with that concept. The more active the concept is, the easier — and henceforth quicker — it is to access. The main 
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deficiency Staley identifies in the memorial activation model is its reliance on current activation levels without any 
consideration for influence or future involvement of the participant in the unfolding discourse. I found this model helpful in 
analyzing Kuot texts because it helps explain the issue of topic persistence. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 
I counted clauses in the text corpus the following way: coordinate clauses were counted as separate clauses; purpose 

clauses were also counted as separate clauses; clauses within direct speech were also counted as separate clauses because a 
number of pronouns and names occur within direct speech, though this does complicate the analysis at times; relative clauses 
were counted with the main clauses.  

3.1 Referential Distance 
Referential distance (RD) is the measure of distance in clauses since the last occurrence of the referent. This measure is 

useful because of the limited capacity of short term memory. Tomlin suggests, “Referential distance is calculated by counting 
the number of clauses which intervene between a given referent and its last antecedent” (1987, p. 462). Following Tomlin’s 
suggestion, I chose a coding point, and for each participant, I counted how many clauses occurred after the last mention of that 
participant. Hence, if higher values for RD are consistently associated with a particular referential form, the recency model 
predicts that form will be longer (according with the iconicity principle). This is a testable prediction. 

It is also helpful to examine the central tendencies of the different referential forms. A central tendency is a midpoint 
around which values for data cluster. It provides us an estimation of what would be true if no other factors were involved. For 
the tables which follow, two different calculations for each central tendency have been made. The first is the mean; the second 
is the median.  

3.1.1 Calculations 
Since referential distances are discrete variates, the mean for each referential form was calculated as a weighted mean: 

x
a b h

a b h
=

× + × + + ×
+ + +

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

1 2 8Κ
Κ

 

where the values a through h are the counts for referential distances of 1 through 8, respectively. In the case of distributions 
which range up to 10 (Tables 14 through 17), in the formula above h is replaced by j and 8 by 10, respectively. 

The median (M) is the value that has an equal number of values which are smaller, as well as larger. As is customary, for 
the median of even numbered distributions, the mean of the two central values was taken. A cumulative frequency table was 
set up in a popular spreadsheet program to calculate the medians.  

The results for both mean and median calculations were rounded to two significant digits. In many cases it is apparent 
from the small population sizes (some of 5 or less) that reporting results with two significant digits accuracy cannot be justified. 
I have used two significant digits merely for uniformity of style in the tables.  

In addition, a comparison of the mean and median is given through a check which I refer to as the bimodality check (ß). 
Strictly speaking, the kinds of statistical tools which are customarily applied to Gaussian distributions do not warrant 
application to the non-Gaussian distributions found in this study. (See the discussion in section 6.2 Charts Representing the 
Data in Tables 14 Through 17.) Nevertheless, because RD counts are counts of discrete variates which often have medians (M) 
located very near one end (usually the low end) of the distribution, the calculation of a mean ( x ) and a standard deviation (s) 
can be helpful to detect when the mean is located a substantial distance from the median. The bimodality factor is calculated 
according to the following formula: 

′ = −( )x M 2  

where the quantity under the radical is the square of the difference between the absolute values of the mean and median. 

When the mean and the median are close, nothing can really be said about the distribution without consulting s, the 
standard deviation from the mean. If the mean and the median are close and s is appropriately small, then a fair amount of 
confidence can be placed in the conclusion that a single factor motivates the distribution of the particular referential form. If 
the mean and the median are close and s is large, it implies that the median cannot be low. In this case nothing conclusive can 
be said about the factors motivating a particular distribution. This is because the effects of two independent factors could 
produce results which appear to be overlain. 

When the median is low, and ß is large, it implies that the mean and median are well separated. In this case a low value of 
s implies that the overall distribution is not likely to be due to a single factor: rather, two or more separate clusters appear in 
the distribution. It is to test specifically for this bimodal situation that ß has been calculated for some tables in this study. 
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3.1.2 Expectations, Interpretations, and Significance 
Counting clauses, registering results, and entering numbers into tables is fine, but the interpretation of the results is 

another matter. Once the mean, median (M), standard deviation (s), and bimodality check (ß) for the RDs of various referential 
forms were calculated, the interpretive system in Chart 3 was applied to the results. It serves as a guide to understanding the 
results of the study as recorded in Tables 7 through 10. (The principles also apply to the interpretation of Tables 14 
through 17.) 

Chart 3: Guide to the Interpretation of RD Tables 

Condition or Result Tendency Implied 

RDs are very similar for each referential form Various referential forms tend to be used interchangeably 
without regard to topicality, episode boundaries, or topic 
persistence 

RDs are distinct for each referential form Each referential form tends to have a specific use with 
respect to some controlling factor, such as topicality (i.e., 
some tend to be used at short distances, some at medium 
distances, some at long distances), episode boundaries (i.e., 
some are used initially after boundaries) 

Mean and median RDs for a particular referential 
form closely agree (ß is low) and both are located 
near the low end of the range of distributions  

That referential form is consistently associated with a 
distribution likely motivated by a single factor 

Median RD is low, but mean RD is not (ß is mid 
to high) for a particular referential form 

Possible multiple uses for the referential form, the low 
median indicating that the bulk of occurrences is short range 
(associated with topic continuity?), but the non-low mean 
indicating that there is also another motivating factor 

Mean and median RDs for a particular referential 
form closely agree near the middle of the range 
with low value for s 

Likely an indication of a single factor motivating nearly all 
occurrences 

Mean and median RDs for a particular referential 
form closely agree near the middle of the range 
with mid to high value for s 

Uncertain tendency. It is quite possible that that more than 
one motivating factor is responsible for the high value for s 

RD is high for a form That form (according to iconicity principle) should be a 
nominal form (either NP or NP+vaff) or a relative clause 

RD is low for a form That form (according to iconicity principle) should be a vaff 
or PN or PN+vaff 

3.2 Topic Change 
One goal of this study was to determine if the pattern of referent markers could be explained by change of topic. For each 

text, I marked the locations where the topic/agent changed; and I kept track of changes to props. I also kept track of the 
previous topic; but, as it turned out this did not matter. I counted major participants separately from minor participants because 
major participants are distinguished from minor participants: major participants are referenced by PN+vaff, minor participants 
are not, while both participants are referenced by Name+vaff. 

3.3 Prominence 
It is helpful to establish if the ranking of participants in texts is directly dependent upon their referential forms, since 

discerning major participants from episode dependent participants is essential to clear interpretation of a text. Participants can 
be ranked according to how they are introduced. Those introduced with a proper name are, in general, more likely to be 
important to the entire narrative than unnamed participants (Anderson 1983). Kuot narratives identify the most important 
participant by telling who or what the story is about in the first line, as in the following example. 

5) Tie, eba gas-tang i-ruo gas, gas a non migana bonim a Muk 
Ok fumkr story-1sgS m-this story story of some man name his Muk 
I’m telling the story of a man whose name is Muk  

Such introductions allow the identification of the major participant(s).  

It would be good to have other means to rank all participants. It is reasonable to assume that characters with high overall 
frequency of occurrence are important over the range of the whole narrative, while participants with low overall frequency are 
not as important. It is more difficult to make conclusions about mid-frequency referents in Kuot narratives.  
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I worked on each text using the following criteria and determined major participants by modifying slightly the defining 
criteria of Dooley and Levinsohn (1994): 

1) Most number of mentions 

2) Commonly have a formal introduction 

3) Typically have a different overall pattern of reference  

4) Given as the subject of the story 

5) The native author or listeners say the story is about him/her 

6) Most of his/her mentions are in the active role rather than passive role 

7) There is emotion and/or dialogue expressed by or about that participant 

Dooley and Levinsohn (1994. p. 62) say that major participants are those which are active for a large part of the narrative 
and play leading roles, while minor participants are activated briefly and lapse into deactivation. Moreover, there is another 
clear distinction between major and minor participants in Kuot narrative: major participants may have referential forms with 
pronouns whereas minor participants do not. There is also a clear distinction of referential forms of participants and props: no 
props are referred to by names, whereas both major participants and minor participants are. Therefore, I define the term prop 
as ‘non-agentive participant who has no name and no speech act’. I keep the frequency counts of references to props separate 
from the frequency counts of references to participants.  

3.4 Episodes 
Givon (1983) has proposed that there are action or thematic continuity breaks that are often associated with the same 

referential devices that are used for long distance anaphora. In particular he identifies three changes besides the change of 
major participant that may be important: location, time and sequential action. Givon distinguishes sequential action that breaks 
off from a given action sequence and starts a new sequence from sequential action that is temporarily broken off for some type 
of interjection and then resumes the same sequence. He found a correlation between long distance markers and thematic 
disjunction. He claims that where disjunctions are located — and at what level — are based on changes in time, space and 
action.  

I dealt with each of these factors in my analysis and I also tried to find linguistic evidence of Levinsohn’s (1994, p.23) 
linguistic signals typical of thematic boundaries of episode. Tomlin also claims that episode boundaries represent major breaks, 
or attention shifts, in the flow of information in discourse (1987, p. 460). Anderson, Garrol and Sanford showed that a “highly 
topical character (participant) could be sustained across an episode boundary with a pronoun, but a ‘Scenario dependent’ 
character (participant) could not be” (in Staley, 1995, p. 93).  

Table 2: Linguistic signals typical of thematic boundaries of episode from Levinsohn (1994, p.23)  
Initial in a grouping, it is common to find: [numbering by Chung] 
1) a preposed expression, especially one of time, place, or topic 
2) change in the cast of participants 
3) particle (‘well”, “now”, or the absence of the normal particle) 
4) changes in the tense/aspect of verbs (could be initial or final) 
5) participants referred to by full noun phrases instead of pronouns, etc. 
 
Final in a grouping, it is common to find: 
full-sentence summary (“That’s what they did”) or evaluation 
(“So that was exciting.”) 
 
Between groupings in an oral text, it is common to find: 
pause, hesitation, or break in timing 
change in pitch of intonation contour 
 

3.4.1 Temporal Locations 
One of the consistently cited correlates with episode boundary in Kuot narrative is a shift in temporal location. When a 

shift in time occurs, a listener has no way of knowing who has been brought onto the scene or who has been removed. This 
means that for the listener to know who the participants are, they need to be identifiable. This makes a shift in temporal 
location a logical place to re-identify participants. By examining the changes in temporal location, we can mark off the 
different places in the text an episode shift is likely to occur. In Kuot clause initial temporal expressions give time at the 
beginning of the event. So the temporal boundary is between the previous clause and the next initial temporal clause. 
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Non-explicit time boundaries are marked as temporal changes. The temporal word titot ‘now/today’ is frequently used as well 
as o non la ‘one day’. The day and night are divided up by some inexact temporal divisions. The temporal conjunctives such as 
urie or tie mean ‘then’, ‘so’, or ‘afterwards’, etc.  

Because of the problems in dealing with temporal boundaries, I have adopted a simple approach for determining if a 
boundary occurs. If one of the time words occurs, then a boundary is said to have occurred. If an event like sleeping, or the 
position of the sun occurs in text, a boundary is also considered to have occurred.  

3.4.2 Spatial Locations 
The second major change that is an indicator of episode boundaries is shift in spatial location. This change logically lends 

itself to a need to identify the participants at the new location, since there is no entailment of having identical participants in a 
new location. The handling of spatial locations in Kuot is a little more complicated than the handling of temporal expressions. 
In Kuot, people can be somewhere, leave somewhere, travel, arrive, and again be somewhere. This makes for fairly wide 
boundaries between two locations. It is theoretically unclear which points along the boundary belong to which scenes. Should 
departure go with sitting/being or with travel; should arrival go with travel or with sitting/being? Because of the difficulties 
involved, each of the different stages in a journey is treated as separate for coding purposes. There are verbs that mark the 
stages of a journey. They are not all obligatory, but each one occurs often. 

List 1: Kuot Spatial Verbs (the third masculine singular non-future forms are represented) 

ut ‘be, exist, live’ 
unama ‘sit, stay temporarily’ 
pareong / teuara ‘get up, begin with (inchoative)’ 
oulai ‘leave’ 
ula ‘go’ 
muo ‘come’ 
unum ‘walk’ 
ibirong ‘run’ 
auluan ‘follow someone, a trail or natural feature’ 
uobu ‘go into’ 
iura ‘go out’ 
uaba ‘go up’ 
mauo/teunie ‘go down’ 
betong ‘arrive, come up’ 

Normally an episode boundary can be considered to exist when there is a significant amount of disjunction between 
locations. What is common in Kuot narrative is a gradual shift from one location to another. This shift in location can be 
viewed as a boundary phenomenon. In this analysis, the degree of spatial change is assigned according to a specific formula. 
The higher the number, the more likely a change of location has occurred. When a specific location is specified as a location 
for a significant temporal duration, one of the existential verbs like ut ‘lives’ or unama ‘stays temporarily’ is used. Clauses 
with such verbs are given a value of 4.  

The next most likely setting of a new location involves arrival at a new place. Clauses that involve arrival at a specific 
place will have one of two verbs, either betong ‘arrive’ or iura ‘come out’. These clauses are assigned a 3 for spatial location.  

Motion verbs encode an intermediary step from one place to another; they are part of the boundary between two settings. 
The use of pure motion verbs such as ula ‘go’ or muo ‘come’ or motion verbs involving direction, like mauo ‘go down’or 
uaba ‘go up’, are assigned a value of 2.  

The start of a border involves the leaving of a place. Once a participant has left a place he is no longer in the same spatial 
location, but his new location has not been specified yet, so inception of travel will be given a value 1. Inception is marked by 
verbs such teuara, or pareong ‘get/stand up’.  

In this way I have attempted to quantify the degree of change from one location to another and look at how firm the 
boundaries are between two potentially different settings. 

3.4.3 Event Cohesion 
A third commonly cited thread of an episode is event cohesion. Event cohesion is associated with episode structure 

because some types of events naturally go together. For example, killing a pig includes a group of activities like tying, carrying, 
killing and cooking. The events cohere as components of an overall scenario. Events can also cohere by having partial overlap 
of activity or by being logically related. Events that are somehow related should be easier to process and make less demands 
on the comprehender, which could allow more resources to be allocated to tracking participants. Also events that go together 
in some fashion can be expected to have the same participants, whereas radically different events do not assume the 
continuation of character continuity. In event cohesion we are likely to find reidentification of participants. Events that are 
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completely identical have a complete coherence. At the other end of the spectrum are events that have nothing in common. The 
middle is more difficult to define. Semantic similarity and logical relatedness are adopted for analysis. 

3.4.4 Discourse Connective 
In Kuot narrative, the connective urie functions to conclude one episode, but also connects the preceding events with 

following events until the events in the story reach a climax. Usually, urie spans episode boundaries in Kuot narrative. 

3.5 Topic Persistence 
According to Staley (1995), topic persistence is grounded on the notion that speakers mention what is important to them. 

The more important something is, the more it will be mentioned. Topic persistence gives a measure of the importance of a 
referent either by calculating how many clauses it occurs in without interruption, or by counting the number of occurrences in 
the next ten clauses. Both calculations give a measure of the importance of the referent at a particular point in the unfolding of 
the discourse. According to this theory, more important referents should persist longer than less important referents. Topic 
persistence is taken as an indirect measurement of the importance of a given referent in the immediate context of the discourse.  

As long as language producers have goals and motivation, and they want to communicate with their audiences, it would 
not be surprising for them to help listeners keep track of the various referents in a text. The choice of referential forms is used 
not only to facilitate identification of a given object, but also to tell how important each individual participant is. The 
continued occurrence of a referent will enhance the activation of that referent and suppress the activation of other referents. 
This will increase the activation of the persistent referent in relation to all other participants. This allows topic persistence to be 
used as an estimate of future activation levels. For this reason, if different topic persistence levels can be associated with 
different referential forms, we can then conclude that language producers use specific forms to achieve future goals.  

Anderson (1983) claims that participants introduced with proper names are in general more likely to be important than 
unnamed participants. Gernsbacher (1990) claims that names increase the activation of their referents and suppress the 
activation of all other participants, and he concludes that speakers can vary the level of activation of participants by their 
choices of referential forms. However, it is actually unclear what effect a surrounding context would have on actual activation 
levels, but, at the least, it is clear that the choice of a particular form results in a change of activation.  

As it turns out, in Kuot texts mentioning participants by name doesn’t increase activation any more than the use of vaff. 
However, the combination of Name+vaff increases the activation of the associated participants and suppresses the activation of 
all other participants. In my observation, vaff is the most significant referential form, and significantly influences referents for 
activation. 

The following excerpt is from a story about Tolani who was killed in a traffic accident. Actually many people died in that 
accident, but the narrator focused just on the death of Tolani. The climax of the story is narrated as follows: 

6) u-la kabuat lakit-ieng obinam todang 
3sgSm-go quickly overturn-3sgSf car below 
he (driver) overturned the car down right away  

 

7) ga ma-go-ong  mi-rie inamaniap ga u-vara kan Tolani 
and 3plO-throw-3sgSm pl-this people and 3sgSm-die emp Tolani 
all the people were thrown away and Tolani died  

 

8) ga non kulot la u-vara-r gat tie 
and some boy top 3sgSm-die-CRS also there 
and a boy also died on the spot 

In Kuot texts, when a participant is referenced by a Name+vaff especially in subject position, any other participants not so 
referenced are strongly suppressed, giving them the lowest activation. Similarly, when one participant is referenced by either 
Name or vaff, any participant not referenced will have a lower activation level than the participant which was referenced. 
These tendencies are summarized in Table 3. 

Table 3: Effects on Activation of Participants by Different Referential Devices in Kuot Narrative 
Referential Device Effect on the referenced participants Effect on all other participants 
Name+vaff Maximum enhancement Maximum suppression 
Name or vaff Medium enhancement Medium suppression 
PN or NP Little enhancement Little suppression 

Controlling the activation levels of different participants allows the speaker to give them different levels of importance. 
By the choice of referential form the speaker effects the activation level in the mind of the comprehender. These levels of 
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importance can be varied throughout a discourse. Givon has theorized about the use of different referential devices as “mental 
process instruction” (Givon, 1990, p.914). He includes as objectives of these instructions both providing a search strategy and 
setting up a thematic paragraph topic. Any search instructions are for immediate use, but the setting up of thematic paragraphs 
or characters is a strategy for material which follows.  
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4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

4.1 Number of Occurrences 
As is common, Kuot has coding points to mark reference. According to Givon (1983, pp. 17-18) coding points comprise a 

scale which runs from the most continuous/accessible topic to the most discontinuous/inaccessible topic. Or it can be viewed 
as a scale of phonological size with the iconicity principle underlying it. This principle seems to be borne out by evidence from 
Kuot texts.  

4.1.1 Participant Introduction 
To study participant introduction each major participant, minor participant, and prop in each text of the corpus was 

identified, and references for each were counted. The general results of this preliminary work is summarized in Table 4. 

Table 4 show the occurrences for major and minor participants and for props in separate columns. The level of 
prominence for participants seems to be an important factor in many areas. Props are distinguished from minor participants by 
their non-agentive roles. They appear only as patients; and, the narrator views them as objects which the participants use to 
perform their actions. In the case of the dog in the story of Kulen, it appears that the author views it as merely an object even 
though there are a couple of other stories in which animals act in important roles, like in the story entitled Asau and Karu. 
Props include both inanimate objects, such as garamuts (traditional drums) and trees, and animals such as dogs and pigs. Table 
4 shows the numbers of participants in each texts. 

Table 4: Participant Profile 
Name of Text Major (16) Minor (15) Props (36) 

Magabun  magabun, migana (2) Pividuluma, lop (2) olabuan, dagar, gemisip, kobengip (4)
Muk  Muk, kuala (2) inamaniap, luralap (2) baboima, magaulap, kumep, 

Daskigi,Sali, uduma (7) 
Uon  migana, magabun (2) nema, gas (2) ovaliobu, masaben, gulup, amanip (4)
Maro  lai, kuala (2) (0) Maro, ubi, tinim, kava, iouna, kumep, 

kavunap (7) 
Arigariga  Arigariga, kulamut (2) inamaniap, kobeng (2) amanip, obinam, galaum (3) 
Tolani  Tolani, kuala (2) Ami Boas, Julias Chan (2) inamaniap, kulot, soldiers, Tolani’s 

clan, wife’s clan (5) 
Kulen  Kani, Kapi (2) naga (1) kumep, kavuna, ubi (3) 
Asau ga Karu  Asau, Karu (2) other four crabs (4) labinim, buaf, panap (3) 

Certain facts are readily discernible from Table 5, which shows the number of occurrences of initial referential forms at 
each coding point. There are a relatively small number of these forms in the text corpus. In no case is the initial introduction of 
a participant accomplished with an independent vaff in this corpus.  

Table 5 shows that the most common way to introduce any kind of participant is by the use of NP+vaff. Out of a total of 
67 introductory references, this referential form was used 47 times: 56% of the time for the major participants and 80% of the 
time for minor ones. Table 5 also shows that no participants were introduced by either verbal referents or pronouns. It is 
interesting to note that relative clauses appear mostly with major participants in initial introductions. It is also interesting to 
note that props were introduced by NP without vaff — a strategy that is never used for participants.  

Table 5: Introductory Referential Forms 
Referential Form Major (16) Minor (15) Props (36) Total 

vaff 0 0 0 0 
PN 0 0 0 0 
PN+vaff 0 0 0 0 
NP 0 0 9 9 
NP+vaff 9 12 26 47 
Name 1 1 0 2 
Name+vaff 2 2 0 4 
RC 4 0 1 5 
Total 16 15 36 67 
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4.1.2 Post Introductory References 
Table 6 shows that the predominant post introductory referential form is a co-referential verb; that is, 86% of all post 

introductory referential forms involve vaff, either in its occurrences alone, or in conjunction with PN, NP, or Name (833 times 
out of 971). In many languages the more important participants are, the less they are identified. So minor participants are more 
likely to be referred to by Name or NP. This principle is only half true for Kuot. Table 6 shows that the most frequent use of 
naming (83%) is related to major participants (29 times out of 35), while no Name is found to refer to props. Gernsbacher 
claims that pronouns usually do not increase the activation of their referent, but only serve to suppress the activation of non-
referents by the end of the sentence. This claim can be applied to Kuot narrative in a slightly different way. Independent 
pronouns are not employed for establishing or maintaining identity, but rather they function in a limited way for purposes of 
activation or highlighting and suppress the activation of non-referents by the end of the sentence. (This focussed usage of PN 
is borne out by the results of Tables 14 through 17, and especially by the graphical analysis of those tables included in the 
appendices.) So, it is important to notice that the frequency of PN usage corresponds to the rate of activation in post 
introductory referential forms: 44 times for major participants, 14 times for minor participants and none for props. Relative 
clauses are used ten times to describe re-introduced major participants. 

Table 6: Post Introductory Referential Forms  
Referential Form Major (16) Minor (15) Props (24) Total 

vaff 424 173 46 643 
PN 31 7 0 38 
PN+vaff 15 7 0 22 
NP 37 7 37 81 
NP+vaff 72 27 42 141 
Name 8 0 0 8 
Name+vaff 21 6 0 27 
RC 10 0 1 11 
Total 618 227 126 971 

4.2 Distance/Recency 
To determine a distance/recency measurement I counted the number of clauses that intervene between the occurrence of 

each coding point. The participants within the relative clauses proved to be the most inaccessible topic. Out of 986 selected 
clauses, only 16 occurrences of relative clauses were observed. This type of reference is used mostly for major participants 
(87.5%). This seems to confirm Givon’s prediction that the most inaccessible or hard to process participant will use the longest 
phonological reference. 

For Tables 7 through 10 in the following sections the mean was computed by counting out to the maximum referential 
distance (referred to in the column headed RD Max) and computing the mean based on the actual clause distances observed 
between 1 and that maximum value. For convenience all occurrences at distances of 8 and greater are combined into a single 
entry headed 8+, but the calculations were done using that actual distance values observed. 

4.2.1 Referential Distance for Verbal Affix 
Verbal affix (vaff alone) is the most accessible reference. References via verbal affixes for major participants occur 424 

times out of a total of 986 clauses in the narrative texts selected for this study. More than a half (53%) of the references occur 
in adjacent clauses (referential distance of 1) and 76% occur within a referential distance of 2. 1 

Table 7: Verbal Affix Distance for Major Participants 
Distance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8+ RD Max Total Mean Median s ß 
vaff occurrences 225 97 41 26 8 13 4 10 32 424 2.3 1.0 3.1 1.3

4.2.2 Referential Distance for Major Participants 
For major participants in Kuot texts one of the most interesting referential devices is PN+vaff. This device is 

predominantly a short distance one, with most (80%) PN+vaff reference forms occurring within a distance of 3, even though 
there are only 15 occurrences in the text corpus. The most frequently occurring reference form is NP+vaff (73%) and the vast 
majority of them (89%) occur within an RD of 6 clauses. There was only a slight difference between the profiles of N+vaff and 
NP+vaff; that is, they occur in mainly the same places. All relative clauses are embedded within a host clause, and therefore 
they have an RD of zero. 
                                                           
1 If any referential coding point appears in the preceding clause, then a following vaff was counted as having a referential distance of 1 from 

the initial clause. 
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Table 8: Referential Distance for Major Participants 
Referential Form 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8+ RD Max Total Mean Median s ß 
PN+vaff 5 5 2 1 1 0 0 1 9 15 2.6 1.5 2.1 1.1
NP+vaff 15 20 12 15 10 12 4 6 69 94 4.6 3.0 7.3 1.6
Name+vaff 9 2 2 3 1 1 1 1 15 20 3.2 1.5 3.3 1.7

4.2.3 Referential Distance for Minor Participants 
Within an RD of 8 NP+vaff reference forms occur more frequently (51%) than any other for minor participants. There is 

no case of PN+vaff or RC occurring within an RD of 8. Name+vaff occurs only at RDs greater than 2. There was noticeable 
difference between N+vaff and NP+vaff since N+vaff forms are void in RD 1, 4 and 5. For minor participants there is an 
apparent discrepancy between the 7 occurrences of PN+vaff reported in Table 6 and the fact that no occurrences are reported in 
Table 9 below. This is because all the PN+vaff forms for minor participants occurred at distances greater than 8 clauses. 

Table 9: Referential Distance for Minor Participants 
Referential Form 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8+ RD Max Total Mean Median s ß 
PN+vaff 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NP+vaff 7 5 3 1 1 3 2 4 84 26 7.3 2.3 15.9 5.0
Name+vaff 0 0 3 0 2 1 0 2 18 8 6.4 4.5 4.7 1.9

4.2.4 Referential Distance for Props 
There are only two types of referential forms for props: NP+vaff and N+vaff. There was only a slight difference between 

the two, N+vaff forms being void for RDs of 4 and 8+. Other than that, both N+vaff and NP+vaff occur in much the same 
places. Therefore for Table 10 I have combined these two categories into a single category, NP+vaff. 

Table 10: Referential Distance for Props 
Referential Form 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8+ RD Max Total Mean Median s ß 
PN+vaff 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NP+vaff 9 7 2 2 3 4 3 4 68 34 6.7 2.5 12.4 4.2
Name+vaff 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

From the results of the referential distance survey we can conclude that NP+vaff reference forms occur more frequently than 
any other; and, this is true regardless of participant category. N+vaff and NP+vaff occur in much the same places, especially for 
major participants and props. So I conclude that referential distance by itself is not enough to distinguish the referential forms 
in Kuot.  

The following two generalisations are supported by the data: 

(1) Participants are distinguished from props: participants are referenced by Name+vaff, props are not. 

(2) Major participants are distinguished from minor participants: major participants are referenced by PN+vaff, minor 
participants are not. 

On the basis of the RD research alone, generalisation (2) also supports the following corollary or conclusion: 

(3) Persons can be considered props if they go un-named. 

4.3 How Episode Boundaries affect Participant Reference 
The evidence that episode boundaries affect participant reference is given below just after a brief description of each of 

the eight texts which comprise the corpus studied. The most interesting phenomenon at an episode boundary is that the final 
clause of episodes always ends in either vaff or vaff+O(NP).  
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4.3.1 Magabun Text (157 clauses) 
The Magabun text is about a woman who came out of an egg, a magical egg which came into being from a man’s blood. 

In this text I determined episode boundaries based on changes of time and changes of referents. Then I compared and 
contrasted the referential forms used for each participant at the episode boundaries.  

Episode 1 (Clauses 1-15): A man lived alone and one day he cut his arm and shed some of his blood into a bowl. 

Episode 2 (Clauses 16-33): The blood became a woman and she swept his house every day after he left. The man didn’t 
know who was doing it. 

Episode 3 (Clauses 34-90): Finally the man comes to know that she originated from his blood and held a big feast for her.  

Episode 4 (Clauses 91-122): She got angry because bad boys came to tease her and she fled down a hole in the ground. 

Episode 5 (Clauses 123-157): A bird rescued her from the hole by the request of the man and she got married to the bird.  

In this text, the narrator uses NPs for major participants and new introduction for minor participants after urie ‘then’ 
with/without following inceptive verb pareong at episode boundaries. 

4.3.2 Muk Text (152 clauses) 
The Muk text is a story about a man named Muk. He was killed by monsters because he did not keep his promise to them 

but revealed their most precious secret to his wife. In this text, too, I determined episode boundaries based on changes of time, 
event changes and changes of referents. As for the previous story, I then compared and contrasted the referential forms used 
for each participant at the episode boundaries.  

Episode 1 (Clauses 1-25): Muk was asked to bring some food to men who were fishing at sea. 

Episode 2 (Clauses 26-103): But he did not follow the safe route. So he accidentally encountered monsters and had to live 
with them. 

Episode 3 (Clauses 104-134): The monsters brought Muk back home, and the village people were wondering where he 
had been. But he gave no answer.  

Episode 4 (Clauses 135-152: One day after he returned home, he recalled the monsters and told their secret to his wife. 
Then, the monsters tricked Muk to come out of his house by using a pig’s voice and killed him under a banana tree. 

In this text, the narrator uses NP for minor participants after a time phrases like nabit ara ‘in the afternoon’. He also uses 
vaff after inceptive verb temaiara to show that a new event is following at episode boundaries.  

4.3.3 Arigariga Text (159 clauses) 
The Arigariga text is about Kapul who habitually chased a certain woman. Eventually he was ridiculed by a bird. I divided 

this text into four episodes based upon change of participants, change of location, change of events and upon the use of the 
discourse connective urie. 

Episode 1 (Clauses 1-11): There was a woman who lived in a fence (a Kuot cultural idea) and people were about to take 
her out of the fence.   

Episode 2 (Clauses 12-35): People were preparing dancing as well as food for this special event. 

Episode 3 (Clauses 36-108): Kapul joined a dancing team without preparation so as to see her because he intended to 
bring her with him after the banquet.  

Episode 4 (Clauses 109-148): A bird with a garamut deceived Kapul into believing it was a woman. 

Episode 5 (Clauses 149-159): He became furious when he recognized that the bird made fool of him. From that time on, 
he never associates with birds.  

A particular feature of this story is that the narrator uses the name of the major participant frequently rather than using a 
pronoun. Teuara+vaff is used for the new event of major participant.  
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4.3.4 Tolani Text (96 clauses) 
The Tolani text is a story about a man named Tolani who was killed in a traffic accident. I divided this text into four 

episodes based upon change of participants, change of location, event change and the connective urie.  

Episode 1 (Clauses 1-10): Introduction of the various situations which involved Tolani in an election campaign. 

Episode 2 (Clauses 11-59): The unique character of Tolani’s wife and the reason why Tolani had to go to Kavieng. 

Episode 3 (Clauses 60-85): Tolani was killed in a traffic accident caused by his wife’s driver. 

Episode 4 (Clauses 86-96): There was a tribal fight between Tolani’s clan and his wife’s clan. It is not yet resolved. 

An interesting feature of this text is that the narrator uses the name of the major participant frequently rather than using a 
pronoun like the narrator of the Arigariga text. Also the narrator uses noun phrases and verb affixes to introduce or re-
introduce either major or minor participants. Four episodes are divided according to urie+vaff, or urie+time phrase at the 
episode boundaries. 

4.3.5 Kulen Text (128 clauses) 
The Kulen text is a story about how critical the ethical issue of shame is. Two boys were rebuked and criticized by their 

mother. Then the rest of the story is about the process of how they plan to kill themselves.  

Episode 1 (Clauses 1-29): The mother got angry with her two boys owing to their laziness. 

Episode 2 (Clauses 30-92): The boys were ashamed of her rebuke and went into the bush and killed their dog. Then, the 
younger brother asked the older brother to kill him and he died.  

Episode 3 (Clauses 93-128): Then, the older brother killed himself and the mother followed to hang herself. 

An interesting feature of this text is that the new episodes start with urie+inceptive verbs. Narrator uses NP and vaff to 
introduce or re-introduce either of the major participants.  

4.3.6 Asau and Karu Text (163 clauses) 
The Asau and Karu text is a story about why Asau hardly jumps in the sea but stays calm. This is because he was so 

ashamed of the result of a race competing with Karu. 

Episode 1 (Clauses 1-11): Karu met with Asau who jumped once and took a rest under a tree. 

Episode 2 (Clauses 12-46): Karu challenged Asau to a contest to determine who is the faster runner.  

Episode 3 (Clauses 47-85): Karu prepared a trick during the race with her colleagues who looked precisely the same as her.  

Episode 4 (Clauses 86-156): Asau was deceived and finally lost the race owing to Karu’s trick. 

Episode 5 (Clauses 157-163): Asau was ashamed of losing the race. That’s the reason why he doesn’t jump much but 
keeps calm in the sea. 

An interesting feature of this text is that the narrator uses both names and pronouns to refer to major participants 
frequently. Another interesting feature of this text is that some episodes start with urie+inceptive verbs and others start with 
just inceptive verbs+vaff.  

4.3.7 Non I Text (61 clauses) 
Non I text is a story about a wife who made fun of her husband’s unusual behavior and was killed by the man’s violence. 

Episode 1 (Clauses 1-9): A woman suspected her husband who used to stay late in the garden. 

Episode 2 (Clauses 10-28): She chased after her husband one day and stole his thing and cooked it. 

Episode 3 (Clauses 29-61): She criticized her husband indirectly by singing while he was eating it. Finally the husband 
recognized that she ridiculed him and so he killed her.  

An interesting feature of this text is that the narrator uses neither pronoun nor names but relation terms like husband and 
wife. Time phrases+vaff, urie+inceptive verb appear at the episode boundaries. 

4.3.8 Uon Text (70 clauses) 
Uon text is a pay back story in the Kuot style. One day a woman was raped by an intruder while her husband was up a tall 

tree. After the husband could come down from the tree, he went out to find the enemy right away. Finally, he met with him and 
took revenge on him for what he had done to his wife.  
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Episode 1 (Clauses 1-10): A couple went to garden and then the husband climbed up Kapiak tree by a ladder. 

Episode 2 (Clauses 11-21): An evil man turned up and removed the ladder from the tree.  

Episode 3 (Clauses 22-66): After the woman was raped, her husband could come down by the help of a kapul. 

Episode 4 (Clauses 67-70): He chased after the rascal and took revenge on him. 

An interesting feature of this text is that the narrator uses inceptive verb+NP, urie+inceptive verb at the episode 
boundaries.  

The general trends at an episode boundary throughout the eight stories are that the initial clause of the new episodes start 
with time phrase+vaff, time phrases+NP, urie+Name/N, urie+inceptive verb like pareong or teuara, and urie+vaff. The most 
outstanding trend at an episode boundary is that the final clause of episodes always ends in either vaff or vaff+O(NP). As 
Levinsohn (1994, p. 23) mentions, it is common to find pause, hesitation, or break in timing, change in pitch of intonation 
contour between episodes; and that is just what is found in the recorded versions of these eight transcribed texts. 

4.4 Ranking of Participants for Prominence/Topicality  
This text measure was productive for most of the Kuot texts included in the corpus. Ranking of participants relates to 

which participants are more important. The particle la always appears to introduce either the major participants or what the 
story is about (8 times). It mostly appears with either major participants for the purpose of initial introduction or in conjunction 
with topic persistence (43 out of 44 times). It also appears with temporal shifts (14 times). But la does not determine 
boundaries.  

4.5 Topic Change 
I considered topic changes in the texts, that is, a change from one referent as agent to another. Tomlin (1987) claims that a 

pronoun is normally used to maintain reference, but when that referential continuity is disrupted, the reference is reinstated 
with a full noun — no matter how many clauses intervene. This strategy alone cannot account for topic switch and topic 
renewal in Kuot texts for two reasons. First, the use of pronouns is very rare in Kuot narrative, as Tables 11 through 13 show. 
Second, though the normal strategy for reinstating a participant after a topic change is a noun phrase, a simple vaff alone is still 
sufficient much of the time.  

Tables 11 and 12 (in the sections which follow) attempt to give an overview of referential form usage in the Kuot 
narratives which comprise the corpus for this study. For each text two values are given: the actual count of the various 
referential forms (centered above), and a percentage figure (immediately beneath and to the right). The percentage figures for 
each text give a rough measure of how closely that text adheres to the standard usage, as compiled at the bottom of each table 
in the row labeled Usage tendency. (It is unnecessary to give both counts and percentages in Table 13 since NP+vaff account 
for 100% of the instances.) A quick comparison of Tables 11 and 12 reveals that tendencies in Kuot for topic changes either to 
a major participant or a minor participant are closely related. 

4.5.1 Forms Occurring after a Topic Changes to Major Participant 
When a topic changed to a major participant, 59% of the time the next referential form was NP+vaff; 36% of the time the 

next referential form was simply a verb affix. This pattern is consistent whether the former topic was another major participant, 
or a minor participant. The only exception to this pattern occurs when a major participant is re-introduced after an absence of 7 
or more clauses. Table 11 reveals that a few texts (Muk and Maro) are non-standard with respect to referential forms used after 
a topic change to a major participant. 
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Table 11: Forms Occurring after a Topic Change to a Major Participant 
Name of text vaff PN+vaff NP+vaff Name+vaff Totals 
Magabun 6 0 11 0 17 

Usage Pattern 35% 65%   
Muk 9 0 0 3 12 

Usage Pattern 75% 25%  
Uon 3 0 3 0 6 

Usage Pattern 50% 50%   
Maro 8 0 3 0 11 

Usage Pattern 73% 27%   
Arigariga 2 0 9 0 11 

Usage Pattern 18% 82%   
Tolani 0 0 12 0 12 

Usage Pattern 100%   
Kulen 10 3 12 0 25 

Usage Pattern 40% 12% 48%   
Asau & Karu 6 0 23 0 29 

Usage Pattern 21% 79%   
Totals 44 3 73 3 123 

Usage Tendencies 36% 2% 59% 2%  

4.5.2 Forms Occurring after a Topic Change to a Minor Participant 
When the topic changed to a minor participant, 51% of the time the next referential form was NP+vaff and 43% of the 

time a verb affix. This happened whether the change was from a major participant or another minor participant, or from a prop. 
The results in Table 12 again show that the Maro text is non-standard in that it had no minor participants. 

Table 12: Forms Occurring after a Topic Change to a Minor Participant 
Name of text vaff PN+vaff NP+vaff Name+vaff Totals 
Magabun 1 0 2 0 3 

Usage Pattern 33% 67%   
Muk 9 0 6 0 15 

Usage Pattern 60% 40%   
Uon 1 0 3 0 4 

Usage Pattern 25% 75%   
Maro 0 0 0 0 0 

Usage Pattern   
Arigariga 5 0 2 0 7 

Usage Pattern 71% 29%   
Tolani 1 0 4 2 7 

Usage Pattern 14% 57% 29%  
Kulen 5 0 0 0 5 

Usage Pattern 100%   
Asau & Karu 0 1 9 0 10 

Usage Pattern 10% 90%   
Totals 22 1 26 2 51 

Usage Tendencies 43% 2% 51% 4%  
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4.5.3 Forms Occurring after a Topic Change to a Prop 
When the topic is changed to a prop, the next reference is NP+vaff 100% of the time. This happened whether the change 

was from a major participant or minor participant, or from another prop.  

Table 13: Forms Occurring after a Topic Change to a Prop 
Name of text vaff PN+vaff NP+vaff Name+vaff Totals 
Magabun 0 0 3 0 3 
Muk 0 0 1 0 1 
Uon 0 0 1 0 1 
Maro 0 0 0 0 0 
Arigariga 0 0 4 0 4 
Tolani 0 0 3 0 3 
Kulen 0 0 1 0 1 
Asau & Karu 0 0 3 0 3 
Totals 0 0 16 0 16 

Usage Tendency 100%   

4.6 Topic Persistence 
Staley says (1995) that topic persistence is an estimate of the likelihood of future occurrences, i.e., of how many times in 

the next ten clauses a given participant will be referred to. It does not depend on the current state but is a measure of future 
occurrences. Staley also maintains (1995) that the topic persistence measurement is a good indication of this future planning, 
and so goal oriented activation predicts a correlation between topic persistence and referential form. 

To look at topic persistence we deal with the central tendencies for each referential form. The first step is a comparison of 
the central tendencies for topic persistence.2 Table 14 gives the mean topic persistence figures for the different referential 
forms. Of particular note are the distinction of PN, NP, Name and RC from their respective forms with co-referential verbal 
affixes. In each case except PN, the topic persistence level is significantly higher for forms with co-referential verb affixes. On 
the whole, this tendency reflects a distinction between forms that are not grammatical arguments of the verb and forms which 
are grammatical arguments. The topic persistence for the next ten clauses is given in Table 16 and the uninterrupted mean 
topic persistence value is given in Table 17.  

Further explanation of Table 14 is in order at this point. Though in outward form Table 14 resembles Tables 7 through 10, 
the columns of numbers headed by the integers 1 through 10 do not indicate clause distance. Rather, they are cumulative 
counts of how many clauses out of the next 10 clauses a certain topic persists, given the condition that the referential form in 
the first column is the initial form in the 10-clause frame.  

The counting procedure, when described in some detail, assists in understanding the findings reported in Table 14. Within 
any text each sequence of 10 consecutive clauses was examined as a frame. That is, frame 1 was clauses 1-10, frame 2 was 
clauses 2-11, frame 3 was clauses 3-12, etc. The topic of the first clause in the frame was noted, as was its referential form, e.g. 
NP+vaff. Subsequent references to that same topic within the frame were then counted. The referential form used in 
subsequent references was not required to be the same as the initial form — it could be any other form. The point being to 
measure the persistence of the topic, given its initial referential form. 

Staley (1995) says that the mean topic persistence figures give us a picture of the central tendencies for each referential 
form. They do not tell us whether any one value is significantly different from any other value. We cannot argue a correlation 
exists between topic persistence and referential form merely by surveying texts and recording counts for each type of 
referential form. Nevertheless, when we compare the central tendencies for each referential form as applied to an interrupted 
topic (Tables 14 and 16) when compared with the central tendencies for an uninterrupted topic (Tables 15 and 17) reveal the 
following general conclusions: 

                                                           
2 The particle la toc functions to increase topic persistence for the major participants (43 times) in the eight stories. It also appears with/after 

temporal shifts (14 times). 
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Table 14: Frequency of Occurrences for a Topic Which Persists within a 10-Clause Frame  
 Frequency of Occurrence  
Initial Referential Form 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total Mean Median s ß 
vaff 24 23 21 33 43 36 45 18 23 26 292 5.6 5.1 2.6 0.45
PN 0 0 3 0 4 4 2 1 1 0 15 5.6 5.1 1.7 0.50
PN+vaff 1 1 4 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 11 4.5 2.9 2.5 1.7 
NP 11 9 8 5 2 5 3 1 2 0 46 3.5 2.4 2.3 1.1 
NP+vaff 19 25 26 22 18 20 23 18 10 8 189 4.9 4.1 2.6 0.77
Name 3 2 1 2 1 3 2 1 3 0 18 5.0 5.0 2.8 0.0*
Name+vaff 1 1 2 6 0 7 4 4 3 2 30 6.1 5.7 2.3 0.37
RC 8 5 3 3 5 3 3 4 6 3 43 5.1 4.5 3.1 0.59

Table 15: Referential Forms Associated with an Uninterrupted Topic 
 Number of Consecutive Clauses  
Initial Referential Form 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+ Total Mean Median s ß 
vaff 48 33 26 17 15 6 12 9 7 27 200 4.3 2.7 3.2 1.6 
PN 3 4 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 13 3.3 1.9 2.3 1.4 
PN+vaff 2 1 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 7 3.4 2.5 2.1 0.93
NP 7 3 3 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 16 2.6 1.3 2.1 1.3 
NP+vaff 52 31 17 6 9 7 5 4 3 8 142 3.2 1.6 2.7 1.6 
Name 4 3 2 1 0 0 2 2 0 1 15 4.0 2.2 3.0 1.8 
Name+vaff 8 4 3 2 4 0 1 0 1 3 26 3.8 2.3 3.0 1.5 
RC 7 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 14 3.6 1.0 3.8 2.6 

To look more closely at participant+vaff constructions, I divided them into three minor constructions: S+vaff, vaff+O, and 
S+vaff+O. Table 16 shows that S+vaff+O appears very rarely; and, S+vaff forms occur more frequently and maintain higher 
topic persistence than vaff+O forms in Kuot narrative. It is also interesting to note that there is no case of topic persistence for 
vaff+PN(O) in Kuot narrative. 

The figures (totaling 643 occurrences) for vaff in Table 6 were separated into those referential forms associated with 
subjects (579 occurrences) and those associated with objects (64 occurrences). As shown in Table 16, for vaff associated with 
nominals there are an additional 137 by NP(S)+vaff, 23 by Name(S)+vaff, 11 by RC(S) and 9 by PN(S)+vaff. For identification 
of participants in the object position, there are 58 by vaff+NP(O), 31 by vaff+RC(O), 7 by vaff+Name(O).  

Table 16: Topic Persistence Associated with Particular Referential Forms within a 10-Clause Frame  
 Frequency of Occurrence  
Referential Form 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total Mean Median s ß 
PN(S)+vaff 1 1 3 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 9 4.3 2.8 2.4 1.5 
NP(S)+vaff 9 10 19 15 17 19 18 16 8 6 137 5.3 4.9 2.4 0.44
Name(S)+vaff 1 0 2 3 0 6 4 4 2 1 23 6.2 5.9 2.2 0.32
                
vaff+PN(O) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
vaff+NP(O) 8 15 7 7 9 1 5 2 2 2 58 3.9 2.9 2.5 1.0 
vaff+Name(O) 0 1 0 3 0 1 0 0 1 1 7 5.6 3.8 2.7 1.8 
                
S+vaff+O 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 3.3 1.0 3.3 2.3 
RC(S) 3 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 1 11 5.9 6.5 3.3 0.59
RC(O) 5 5 3 3 4 2 2 2 3 2 31 4.7 3.8 2.9 0.88

Table 16 also shows that S+vaff+O appears only three times out of 986 clauses, and S+vaff forms maintain higher 
frequency in uninterrupted topic persistence than vaff+O forms in Kuot narrative. It is also interesting to observe that there is 
no case of uninterrupted topic persistence for vaff+PN(O) in Kuot narrative. S+vaff forms appear more frequently (169 times) 
than vaff+O forms (65 times). S+vaff+O forms seldom appear (only 3 times in this study). It is also interesting to note that NP 
and Name occur with vaff more frequently and maintain higher topic persistence than when they occur without vaff. 
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Table 17: Referential Forms Associated with an Uninterrupted Topic  
 Number of Consecutive Clauses  
Referential Forms 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+ Total Mean Median s ß 
PN(S)+vaff 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 6 3.2 2.0 2.2 1.2 
NP(S)+vaff 34 22 11 4 7 6 4 2 3 6 99 3.3 1.7 2.8 1.6 
Name(S)+vaff 7 3 3 1 3 0 1 0 1 2 21 3.7 2.1 3.0 1.6 
                
vaff+PN(O) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
vaff+NP(O) 15 9 7 2 2 1 1 2 0 2 41 3.0 1.6 2.5 1.4 
vaff+Name(O) 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 5 4.4 3.5 3.1 0.90
                
S+vaff+O 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 3.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 
RC(S) 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 3.2 1.0 3.9 2.2 
RC(O) 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 11 3.5 1.2 3.6 2.4 

4.7 Boundaries 
In this section I examine three different types of possible boundary phenomena: temporal change, spatial change and 

verbal cohesion. A recency account of referential forms predicts that boundaries should have no effect, a prominence account 
also predicts no effect. The episode model, on the other hand, predicts that it is boundaries alone which cause the choice of a 
nominal form over pronominal. This allows a clear cut determination between recency and prominence on one hand and 
episode the other. 

4.7.1 Temporal Boundaries 
In Staley’s work with Olo, zero anaphora and verbal affixes both occurred at significantly lower frequencies following 

temporal boundaries than they would have if temporal boundaries were randomly distributed. In Kuot, however, this is not the 
case.3  

Out of 986 clauses there are 82 different temporal boundaries. This means that temporal boundaries occur in slightly more 
than 8.3% of the clauses.. The actual counts of referential forms occurring before and after temporal boundaries is given in 
Table 18. Table 19 takes the same data as Table 18, but expresses the results as percentage frequencies so that we can compare 
the actual frequencies with the figure of 8.3% — the value which represents a random distribution. 

Before examining the results given in the tables it is helpful to cite two observations made during the various counts of 
referential forms. First, temporal boundaries often occur in conjunction with other boundaries, such as episode boundaries and 
spatial boundaries.  As demonstrated by the data in Tables 14 through 17, both NP+vaff and Name+vaff are associated with 
high values for topic persistence, meaning that they occur at or near the beginning of a section of text dominated by a single 
topic. Naturally, a high percentage of occurrences of these two forms is found immediately after a boundary which requires 
topic re-identification. Sometimes temporal boundaries co-occur at those boundaries. Second, there are many clause initial 
occurrences of the connective urie ‘then’. After urie it is sufficient to continue referring to a previous topic by vaff, without 
need for any nominal in the referential structure. That is, temporal boundaries are weak boundaries in Kuot discourse because 
they do not require topic re-identification after the boundary. In fact, temporal “boundaries” frequently occur in the middle of a 
long, uninterrupted stretch of discourse dominated by a single topic. Perhaps for Kuot it would be better to refer to them as 
temporal references rather than temporal boundaries. 

As shown in Table 6, vaff alone represents fully 66% of all referential forms encountered in Kuot texts. Naturally, one 
would expect that if temporal boundaries were sprinkled at random throughout a text, a high percentage of them would be 
situated prior to occurrences of vaff. This factor, taken together with the fact that temporal boundaries are weak, explains the 
higher than “normal” average percentages found for vaff in Table 19. 

The fact that many temporal boundaries co-occur with other boundaries requiring topic re-identification explains the 
higher than average occurrences of NP+vaff and Name+vaff following a temporal boundary (as supported by the results in 
Tables 14 through 17). 

                                                           
3 The reader is reminded that Kuot does not have zero anaphora. 
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Table 18: Frequency of Occurrences of Referential Forms on the Basis of Referential Change 
 

Referential Form 
No Temp Change After Temp Change Total 

vaff 292 37 329 
PN+vaff 23 3 26 
NP+vaff 236 37 273 
Name+vaff 21 5 26 
Totals 572 82 654 

Table 19: Percentage of Occurrences of Referential Forms on the Basis of Referential Change 
Referential Form No Temp Change After Temp Change 

vaff 88.8% 11.2% 
PN+vaff 88.5% 11.5% 
NP+vaff 86.4% 13.6% 
Name+vaff 80.8% 19.2% 

From such results we conclude that the use or non-use of referential forms cannot be predicted based upon temporal 
change alone, but that temporal change does correlate with referential form, especially in the cases of Name+vaff and NP+vaff. 
This evidence supports the activation theories and the episode model, all of which predict a correlation between boundary 
phenomena and referential forms.  

4.7.2 Spatial Change 
Spatial change is a very common phenomenon in Kuot texts. It occurred 481 times out of a possible 986 clauses in the 

corpus. The largest single category of spatial change involves simple motion. This is done primarily by the verbs tk` ‘go’ and 
ltn ‘come’. This category made up 61% of all occurrences of referents where a spatial change occurred either between 
mentions, or within the clauses where the referents were mentioned. Verbal affixes comprise the majority of motion references. 
The occurrences of each form with the different coding level is given in Table 20. 

Table 20: Frequency of Occurrence of Referential Forms on the Basis of Spatial Change  
Referential Forms No Change Departure Motion Arrival Located Total 

vaff 63 28 212 32 14 349 
PN+vaff 2 1 5 0 0 8 
NP+vaff 22 16 76 5 1 120 
Name+vaff 0 1 1 2 0 4 
Totals 87 46 294 39 15 481 

4.7.3 Verbal Cohesion 
Verbal cohesion can be considered a type of reverse boundary. Identical verbs, or those very nearly the same, should be 

easier for the hearer to process. Verbs that are either logically expected, or expected because of logical entailment, should be 
easier to process. In this case, the easier processing task should allow more resources to be devoted to identification of 
referents. According to the goal oriented activation model such a prediction should result in less specific forms correlating with 
cohesion.  

Semantic cohesion of verbs is a common phenomenon in Kuot. Table 21 gives the number of occurrences for each form at 
different levels of cohesion. Column 1 values indicate verb roots which are identical to preceding verb roots. In column 2, the 
values represent verbs which share a major semantic feature with the preceding verb, such as ‘motion’. In columns 3 and 4, the 
values represent lessening semantic cohesion, with column 3 representing verbs which are ‘weakly related’, and column 4 
those which have a ‘questionable relationship’. Column 5 indicates no cohesion. There are two ways to compare the values in 
the table. The first is to compare column 5 (no cohesion) with all the others. The second is to compare the cohesion columns 
one to another. 
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Table 21: Frequency of Occurrence of Referential Forms on the Basis of Verbal Cohesion 
Referential 

 Forms 
1 

roots 
2 

highly related
3 

weakly 
related 

4 
questionable 
relationship 

5 
no cohesion 

Totals 

vaff 102 58 31 107 165 463 
PN+vaff 9 1 0 5 9 24 
NP+vaff 47 26 16 70 131 290 
Name+vaff 1 0 1 7 18 27 
Totals 159 85 48 189 323 804 

The most common cohesion level is no cohesion, as represented by values in column 5. Questionable relationships 
(column 4) and identical verbs (column 1) are the next most frequently occurring levels of verbal cohesion. These results do 
not present any surprises.  
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5. CONCLUSIONS  
I have shown in this study that Kuot narrators have at their disposal a variety of forms to refer to participants in a narrative. 

The motivation for choosing one form over another in any given context depends on all the following discourse variables. 

Episode Boundaries 

Episode changes, or long absence from mention normally results in NP+vaff being used again in the first clause after the 
boundary. NP is also used for ambiguity resolution, or to reference the members of a group who spilt off and reform or join 
new groups. 

Because episode boundaries were defined thematically for this study, it is possible for them to exist in a text without 
triggering topic re-introductions. Therefore episode boundaries and topic re-introductions are basically different. They can 
occur together, and they do 44% of the time. However, I found that referential forms are not generally correlated with temporal 
change or spatial change.  

Prominence 

An important measure in determining a referential form in Kuot narrative is the prominence of the participant. PN is used 
exclusively to refer to major participants, never to minor participants or props. 

(1) Participants are distinguished from props: participants are referenced by Name+vaff, props are not. 

(2) Major participants are distinguished from minor participants: major participants are referenced by PN+vaff, minor 
participants are not. 

On the basis of the referential distance research (see below), generalization (2) also supports the following corollary or 
conclusion: 

(3) Persons can be considered props if they go un-named. 

Topic Introductions and Topic Change 

Most major participants are introduced by NP+vaff (61%). Verb affixes and pronouns are never used for the initial 
referential forms. Later mentions of major participants are mostly referenced by vaff (69%). 

Minor participants are introduced by NP+vaff, as well (83%), but in no case by a relative clause (RC). Once introduced, 
references to minor participants are mostly vaff (76%), with a few NP+vaff (15%). At episode breaks or after long absence 
from mention, they may be re-introduced by a NP+vaff. When the topic changes to a minor participant, vaff (43%) or NP+vaff 
(51%) will be used mostly. 

Props are normally introduced by NP+vaff (77%), less often by NP (19%) and only once by RC. Later mention of props is 
handled mostly by NP+vaff (63%) or vaff (36%) and neither PN nor Name is used. When the topic changes to a prop, NP+vaff 
is used 100% of the time.  

A clear trend exists showing NP+vaff to be used most often after a topic change, followed by vaff, with all other referential 
forms occuring seldom, if ever. 

Topic Persistence 

The preferred form for maintaining the identity of participants in the subject position is the vaff. In some ways this 
guarantees that referential distances associated with vaff will not be large. This conclusion may seem counterintuitive, but upon 
closer inspection it proves true. If we imagine a frame within a text in which one major participant persists as topic, that frame 
will likely contain about 5 or 6 clauses. According to the actual counts I did, the most likely referential form associated with 
the topic initially will be NP+vaff. Typically there will follow 4 or 5 more clauses referenced by vaff. When a new topic is 
introduced, the string of vaff references will be broken. Therefore, its being the most frequently occurring referential form 
means that it will also likely be the last referential form in a text frame — the one most likely to be interrupted by a succeeding 
topic. This contrasts sharply with the patterns of usage for some forms (Name+vaff, and NP+vaff) which tend to occur most 
often after a boundary or topic re-introduction, i.e., at the beginning of a stretch of discourse dominated by a single topic. This 
pattern of usage assures that such referential forms will head longer stretches of discourse than vaff. 

We can divide Kuot referential forms into those which have basically one function and those which function in more than 
one way. The referential forms PN, PN+vaff, and NP, as shown by the analysis of Table 15 (see Appendix 6.2.2 below), are 
most likely controlled by one factor. They are almost always found in the discourse context of  
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Table 22: Summary of Activities Associated with Referential Forms in Kuot Discourse 
Kuot Referential Form  
vaff far and away the most frequently occurring referential form of all 
 first choice for maintaining a topic after it has been re-introduced 
 never used to introduce participants or props 
 second choice for re-introducing a participant 
  
PN used exclusively to refer to major participants, never to minor participants or props 
 never used to introduce major participants 
  
PN+vaff used exclusively to refer to major participants, never to minor participants or props 
 never used to introduce major participants 
  
NP used to introduce props approx. 25% of the time 
 never used to introduce participants 
 mainly found in prepositional phrases 
  
NP+vaff first choice for introducing major participants 
 first choice for re-introducing major participants 
 first choice for introducing minor participants 
 first choice for re-introducing minor participants 
 first choice for introducing props 
 exclusive choice for re-introducing props 
 first choice for use in the first clause after episode boundaries 
 first choice for use in the first clause after topic change 
  
Name used to reference participants, never props 
 used to introduce major participants (only one exception for a minor participant) 
 fewer than 1% of all referential forms 
  
Name+vaff used to reference participants, never props 
  
RC used to introduce major participants (only one exception for a prop) 
 never used to introduce a minor participant 
 never used to refer to a minor participant 
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6. APPENDICES 

6.1 Example of Narrative Discourse: A Modern Story 
This is an interlinearized version of modern story about the death of Tolani who was a big man in neighboring village from 
Kabil. This story was recorded in July 1997.  

Table 23: Initial Referential Forms in Tolani Story 
Referential 

Forms 
Tolani 

(Major) 
wife 

(Major) 
Ami Boas 
(minor) 

Julius Chan 
(minor) 

people 
(Prop) 

A boy 
(Prop) 

Soldier 
(Prop) 

Tolani’s 
Clan (Prop) 

Wife’s Clan 
(Prop) 

vaff          
PN          
PN+vaff          
NP          
NP+vaff  1   1 1 1 1 1 
Name 1   1      
Name+vaff   1       
RC          

 

Table 24: Post Referential Forms in Tolani Story 
Referential 

Forms 
Tolani wife Ami Boas Julius Chan people in 

general 
A boy Soldier Tolani’s 

Clan  
Wife’s Clan 

vaff 8 11 11 0 14 0 1 2 1 
PN 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PN+vaff 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NP 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 
NP+vaff 3 5 2 0 2 0 0 1 1 
Name 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Name+vaff 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
RC 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 18 20 16 3 16 0 1 3 3 

In the text that follows the first ten numbered lines of the story show the manner in which the analysis was done. The 
remainder of the Tolani text is included for completeness. 

(1) Tie, u-rio gas la tale  gas  
 con f-this story top not  story 

All right, this is not (tumbuna) story. 
 
(2) Pa u-rio gas  la gas o nuvarap ang Tolani, migana onim Lossu, 
 but f-this story  top story of death his Tolani man sou Lossu 
          Name NP   

But this is the story about the death of Tolani, a man of Lossu. 
 
(3) Tolani, i-ruo migana la (a-bi-t la) migana i-la  kakan-i  
 Tolani m-this man top (3sgO-1plS-know top) man m-top big-m 
 Name   NP    NP 

(We know that) Tolani was a big man. 
 
(4) ga migana o ubi la u-me ubi a-un  mare Julius Chan, 
 and man of work top 3sgSm-hab work 3sgOm-ben someone Julius Chan 
  NP         Name 

And he was a man of work who worked for Julius Chan. 
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(5) praim Minister buang onim togo Papua New Guinea  
 prime minister our(incl) sou here Papua New Guinea 
 NP 

(who was) our prime minister here in Papua New Guinea. 
 
(6) Pa man me-num i-ro mar-o kempein 
 but cont 3plS-walk m-this something-f campaign 
   vaff 

(But) they continued the campaign 
 
(7) Urie, man me-num ara la man ties-meng na pialap 
 con cont 3plS-walk CRS top cont talk-3plS L place(pl)  
   vaff    vaff 

All right, they kept walking and talking at (every) places  
 
(8) Man mai-arama i-rio 
 cont 3plS-talk m-this 
  vaff 

They kept speaking of this. 
 
(9) O man o-ranga-meng ties la eba maia-bung inamaniap kaguma ir-a irie Julius Chan 
 or cont 3sgOf-prepare-3plS talk top IRmkr 3plS-put people power GL-m the Julius Chan 
   vaff    vaff NP    Name 

Or they kept preparing the talk that people will put/give the power over Julius Chan 
 
(10) Urie, i-la-r puo-ieng a i-sik tara la i-la-r man kakan-u kuala ang Tolani. 
 con 3sgS-go-CRS can-3sgS T m-this time top 3sgS-go-CRS cont big-f wife his Tolani 
  vaff      vaff  vaff NP  Name 

All right, Tolani’s wife has been a very important woman until that time 
 
(11) Are la kakan-u ir-o u-rio ubi. 
 because top big-f to-f f-this work 

Because she was more important to this work 
 
(12) Tale gat agat-ieng a-me lai iang 
 not emp think-3sgSf him-of husband her 

She did not think of her husband  
 
(13) Gare u-rie, leba tale io-nang a-pat lai iang. Karuk. 
 like f-this IRmkr not 3sgSf-sitIR 3sgOm-under husband her. No 

She would not like to be under her husband like this. Never . 
 
(14) Urie la gare la i-ke-r ai-me, irie lai iang, Tolani. 
 she top like top f-aheaf-CRS him-to he husband her Tolani 

She was more important (person) than her husband Tolani 
 
(15) Na i-rie tara la ma-sain-ieng ara mara-p are non dadep la man bet-meng ir-o. 
 T f-this time top 3plO-fel-3sgSf CRS sonething-pl like some talks top cont arrive-3plS to-f 

In this time, she felt something(pl) like some (bad) talks which continued to come up against her 
 
(16) U-sik kuala ang la man ubi-ieng ara.  
 f-this wife his top cont work-3sgSf CRS 

His wife continued to work. 
 
(17) Man ubi-ieng ga inamaniap ga man mai-aramo kempein.  
 cont work-3sgSf with people and cont 3plS-talk campaign 

She continued to work with people and they kept doing campaign 
 
(18) Urie, i-la-r bet-ieng na i-sik tara leba nain-maia-mung u-sik mar-o elekson. 
 con 3sgSf-go-CRS arrive-3sgSf T m-this time IRmkr finish-3plS-*IR f-this something-f election 

All right, it came up for the time that the election was going to be over. 
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(19) Man elekson-meng ara.  
 cont elect-3plS CRS 

They (people) kept voting. 
 
(20) Man maia-buam ara agarip maiam, gare aga inamaniap la maia-bu agat maiong ir-a migana. 
 cont 3plS-put(pl) CRS thought(pl) their like who people top 3plS-put thought their to-m man  

They continued to put their thoughts of the man whom they preferred. 
 
(21) Me-la maia-bu-a kaguma maiang ir-o nap o babam. 
 3plS-go 3plS-put-3sgOm number thier to-f part of paper 

They went to vote on the paper (ballot). 
 
(22) Urie, i-la-r puo-ieng ara. 
 con 3sgSf-go-CRS enough CRS 

All right, it (election) was over. 
 
(23) Tie, me-la-r todang Kavieng  
 con 3plS-go-CRS there(downward) Kavieng  

So, they (officials) went down to Kavieng  
 
(24) Urie, bet-ong ara Ami Boas ga u-rie magabun la ma-lio Namatanai. 
 Con arrive-3sgSm CRS Ami Boas and f-the woman top descend-3duS Namatanai 

Then, Ami Boas and the woman (Tolani’s wife) went down from Namatanai 
 
(25) Urie, na-liong a-lagi-liong Tolani meba me-la Kavieng iat.  
 then want-3duS 3sgOm-bring-3duS Tolani purp 3plS-go Kavieng together 

Then they wanted to bring Tolani to go to Kavieng together. 
 
(26) Mamarani-n ir-a a meba me-la.  
 strong-du to-m him purp 3plS-go  

They pushed him to go together. 
 
(27) U-rie la la nebola-meng ir-o vartabar tie Lossu.  
 f-this day top gather-3plS to-f thanksgiving there Lossu 

There was a meeting of thanksgiving at Lossu at that day. 
 
(28) Urie, ne-rat-meng ara inamaniap tie na u-rie la, 
 con rec-divide-3plS CRS people there T f-this day 

All right, there were group meeting among the peple at that day. 
 
(29) Me-la nebola-meng la maia-buam kakevup me vartabar.  
 3plS-go gather-3plS top 3plS-put(pl) money D thanksgiving  

They gathered to donate money (to the church) on thanksgiving (day). 
 
(30) Urie, bet-ong ara Ami Boas ga u-rie magabun (kuala ang Tolani) la ma-lio Namatanai. 
 Con arrive-3duS CRS Ami Boas and f-this woman (wife his Tolani) top descend-3duS Namatanai 

All right, Ami Boas and the woman (Tolani’s wife) went down from Namatanai 
 
(31) Urie, te-li-ara-r ga mu-lio. 
 then ref-3duS-cho-*-CRS and come-3duS 

All right, they came. 
 
(32) A-li-lo ga li-gama, “Ai, bu-la todang Kavieng.”  
 3sgOm-3duS-say and 3duS-say   E 1plS(incl) there(down) Kavieng 

They said to him, “Hey, let’s go down to Kavieng.” 
 
(33) Pa mamaran-i i-rie Tolani, “Ai, karuk. Eba-t to-nang. Tala kan tu-la.”  
 but strong-m m-the Tolani   E no Irmkr-emp 1sgSIR-sit not emp 1sgS-go 

But Tolani told them strongly, “Oh, no. I will be just here. I would not (like to) go.” 
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(34) Pa man mamarani-n ga mamarani-n.  
 but cont strong-du and strong-du  

But they kept pressing on him again and again.  
 
(35) Urie, le-u-luan ara ga iat ara me-la.  
 con, 3duO-3sgS-follow CRS and together CRS 3plS-go 

All right, (at last) he followed them and went together. 
 
(36) Me-la-r bet-meng todang Kavieng. 
 3plS-go-CRS arrive-3plS there(down) Kavieng 

They went down to get to Kavieng 
 
(37) Te-rigi-meng ara tasik.  
 ref-turn-3plS CRS there 

They were returning.  
 
(38) Urie, mu-maio-r tasik (maran ara) Losuk bo biris.  
 con come-3plS-CRS there (something CRS) Losuk on bridge 

Now, they were coming up to the bridge at Losuk (village). 
 
(39) Mu-maio ra Losuk bo biris ga te-u-ara  
 come-3plS CRS Losuk on bridge and ref-3sgSm-cho 

They were coming to the bridge at Losuk  
 
(40) ga i-rie migana Ami Boas la o-kala-ong u-rie obinam.  
 and m-that man Ami Boas top 3sgOf-drive-3sgSm m-that car 

And it was Ami Boas who drove the car. 
 
(41) Mu-o ga mu-o-dak-ong wil o obinam na i-sik simen a i-sik biris 
 come-3sgSm and 3sgOf-hit-3sgSm wheel of car L m-this cement of m-this bridge 

He came and came to bump the car at the cement bridge. 
 
(42) ga u-la kabuat lakit-ieng obinam todang  
 and 3sgSm-go quickly overturn-3sgSf car there (down) 

And the car was overturned right away down. 
 
(43) ga ma-go-ong mirie inamaniap ga u-vara kan Tolani 
 and 3plS-throw-3sgSm all people and 3sgSm emp Tolani 

And all the people (on the car) were thrown down and Tolani died on the spot. 
 
(44) Tie, ga non kulot onim toma maran Rasese, u-vara-r gat tie.  
 con and some boy sou there(upward) something Rasese 3sgSm-die-A also there 

(Now) a boy of Rasese village also died on the spot. 
 
(45) Urie, kuala ang Tolani la i-la-r na luguan o tafa.  
 con wife his Tolani top 3sgSf-go-CRS L house of sickness 

Then, Tolani’s wife went to hospital. 
 
(46) Ga irie Ami Boas la maia-ria-r mara-p inamaniap la maia-vi-o kier. 
 and he Ami Boas top 3plS-hold-CRS someone-pl people top 3plS-carry-3sgOf spear 

And the soldiers arrested Ami Boas. 
 
(47) Me-la-r mai-bu-a toruan na luguan o arubu.  
 3plS-go-CRS 3plS-put-3sgOm there(upward) L house of darkness 

They put him into the jail. 
 
(48) U-la-r man u-nama tie pa u-rie magabun la i-la-r. 
 3sgSm-go-CRS cont 3sgSm-sit there but f-this woman top 3sgSf-go-CRS 

He entered to jail but the woman went (out). 
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(49) Man io-nama na luguan o tafa. 
 cont 3sgSf-sit L house of sickness 

She kept staying in hospital. 
 
(50) Pa irie lai iang la u-vara ra  
 but he husband her top 3sgSm-die CRS 

But her husband was passed away. 
 
(51) Ga me-la-r maia-bu-a todang na non nap,  
 and 3plS-go-CRS 3plS-put-3sgOm there(down) L some place 

And they put him at some place (where dead body is placed), 
 
(52) eba mu-maiong me-mung tatang Lossu, akuan ang.  
 IRmkr come-3plS 3plS-bury there(down) Lossu village his 

They (people) will be coming to bury him at Lossu which is his village. 
 
(53) Me-la a-lagi-meng tongan Tolani ga mu-maio-r ga bet-meng tasik Lossu. 
 3plS-go 3sgOm-carry-3plS corpse Tolani and come-3plS-CRS and arrive-3plS there Lossu 

They carried the dead body of Tolani and arrived at Lossu 
 
(54) Urie, te-mai-ara-r tie ga bet-ieng ara danunumiap u-la kan-u. 
 con ref-3plS-cho-CRS there and arrive-3sgSf CRS fight f-top big-f 

Then, there was a big fight. 
 
(55) Ne-me-nam ara migap am Tolani tie.  
 rec-3plS-fight CRS relatives his(pl) Tolani there  

A fight between Tolani’s relatives there. 
 
(56) ga migap iam urie kuala ang Tolani, inamaniap onim tatuan Tabar.  
 with relatives her(pl) she wife his Tolani people sou there(across) Tabar 

and Tolani’s wife’s relatives from Tabar island. 
 
(57) Ne-me-nam ara tie.  
 rec-3plS-fight CRS there 

They have fought there.  
 
(58) Urie, mirie migap iam u-rie magabun ang Tolani  
 then all relatives her(pl) f-this woman his Tolani  

Then, all of the relatives of Tolani’s wife  
 
(59) la igo-meng bo obinam me toruan Tabar 
 top run-3plS on boat D there(across) Tabar 

ran away to Tabar (island) by boat. 
 
(60) Urie, me-mu-a ra irie Tolani.  
 then, 3plS-bury-3sgOm CRS he Tolani 

Afterward, they buried Tolani. 
 
(61) Tale gat io-nama kuala ang. 
 not emp 3sgSf-sit wife his 

His wife was not (there). 
 
(62) I-la-r Tabar. 
 3sgSf-go-CRS Tabar 

She has gone to Tabar (island). 
 
(63) Pa me-mu-a-t mirie migap am.  
 but 3plS-bury-3sgOm-emp all relatives his(pl)  

And just his relatives buried him. 
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(64) A-bi-t Tolani la migana i-la kakan-i, la ubi-ong tinan na beng 
 3sgOm-1plS-know Tolani top man m-top big-m top work-3sgSm before L bank 

We know (that) Tolani was a big man who worked at bank before. 
 
(65) Pa u-vara ra tiruo na tara o kempein. 
 but 3sgSm-die CRS then T time of campaign 

But he died at the time of (elective) campaign. 
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6.2 Charts Representing the Data in Tables 14 Through 17 
Referential forms which have widely spaced means and medians in their distributions will reflect this by showing 

relatively high bimodality values (a value identified by ß in the charts which follow). These referential forms are more likely to 
have distributions due to multiple factors. This is because one distribution of values produces a cluster down low (in the 
“adjacent clause” range = 1.0) resulting in a low valued median, while another distribution of values is responsible for 
producing a mean situated at a good distance from the median (reflected by a high value for ß). In some cases outliers are 
responsible for such results. However, in at least one case, that of RC, oultliers are not responsible for such a bimodal 
distribution. Table 14 gives the following figures for RC distribution: 
 

Referential Form 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total Mean Median s ß 
RC 8 5 3 3 5 3 3 4 6 3 43 5.1 4.5 3.1 0.59

If one looks merely at the close agreement of mean and median, the figures may be dismissed out of hand. However, it is 
fairly obvious that the cumulative effects of two or more separate factors could easily be responsible for the current 
distribution totals, since three peaks appear, the first between 1 and 2, the second at 5, and the third between 8 and 9, but closer 
to 9.  One possibility for a solution is given below: 

Table 25: Possible Trimodal Solution for RC Distribution 
Referential Form 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total 
RC distribution from factor 1 8 5 2 1       16 
RC distribution from factor 2   1 2 5 2 1    11 
RC distribution from factor 3      1 2 4 6 3 16 

Cumulative Total           43 

The entire population of relative clauses is separated into RC(S) (those referencing subjects) and RC(O) (those referencing 
objects) in Table 16 (repeated below). 
 

Referential Form 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total Mean Median s β 
RC(S) 3 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 1 11 5.9 6.5 3.3 0.59
RC(O) 5 5 3 3 4 2 2 2 3 2 31 4.7 3.8 2.9 0.88

The distribution for RC(S) is obviously not the result of a single factor, and appears to be bimodal; while the distribution 
for RC(O) still appears to have 3 peaks: the first located between 1 and 2, the second at 5, and the third located at 9. None of 
the statistical measurements applied in this study are valid for working with trimodal distributions such as this. A proper 
analysis of this behavior is simply beyond the scope of this paper.  

These matters are discussed here for two reasons: first, to acknowledge the limitations of the paper; but also, to inform the 
reader that consideration has been given to these issues. 
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6.2.1 Table 14: Frequency of Occurrences for a Topic Which Persists within a 10-Clause 
Frame 

With respect to topic persistence the results of the analysis of Table 14 are fairly unambiguous for PN, Name+vaff, vaff, 
and Name. All these referential forms are associated with high values for M (median) indicating association with the most 
persistent topics, low values for ß (bimodality) likely indicating a single motivating factor or singular pattern of use, and in all 
cases except that of Name, low to mid values for s (standard deviation) indicating a lack of dispersion. All these factors 
strongly suggest that PN, Name+vaff, vaff are associated with the initial edge of topic envelopes 
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6.2.2 Table 15: Referential Forms Associated with an Uninterrupted Topic 
When sorted according to M (median) values we can easily see in the graph for Table 15 the direct relationship between s 

and ß, the measure of bimodality, which holds strongly for nearly every referential form. As the median gets further from a 
value of 1, it allows for larger s values, though the mean may still be located relatively close (indicated by low ß value). Such 
is the case for PN+vaff. Though its median is not low (2.5), its very low ß value of 0.93 locates the mean close by. Furthermore, 
when compared with the other referential forms, the extremely low s (2.1) could be an indicator that the distribution is tightly 
clustered. However, the low total of the distribution (only 7 occurrences in the entire corpus) makes this particular 
measurement less reliable than others. 

Further analysis of Table 15 reveals that two other referential forms which have means and medians which are located 
close to each other (reflected in the lowest values for ß) also have low s values. These referential forms are NP and PN. Both 
NP and PN have fairly low M values, so this behavior may be associated with a single predictable factor. 
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6.2.3 Table 16: Topic Persistence Associated with Particular Referential Forms within a 
10-Clause Frame 

When sorted by M, Table 16 shows clear trends, indicated by the results for Name(S)+vaff. Associated with the 
distribution is the lowest ß (bimodality) value (0.32) in conjunction with the lowest value for s. These results, taken together 
with the very high M (median) for topic persistence strongly supports the notion that Name(S)+vaff is associated with a single 
factor, i.e., the introduction of participants. Note that similar values are associated with NP(S)+vaff: low ß, low s, and fairly 
high median, indicative of topic persistence. Though it is associated with a high value for s, RC(S) also shows one of the 
lowest values for ß and one of the highest values for M, suggesting that its distribution may also be due to a single factor. But 
see the discussion on the possible trimodal distribution of RC above. 
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6.2.4 Table 17: Referential Forms Associated with an Uninterrupted Topic 
When sorted by median, these figures help clarify the predictions made for RC in conjunction with Table 15. There the 

sample size of only 7 weakened any apparent trends brought to light by graphing. Table 17, however, based on a slightly larger 
distribution for RC(O) shows the following results: both RC(S) and RC(O) have low medians in conjunction with high s 
values, and high ß values. It is almost certainly the case that at least two factors motivate and control the distribution of RCs in 
Kuot discourse. The results prove the usefulness of the bimodality check as applied to the data in Tables 14 through 17. (See 
discussion on RC above in section 6.2.) 
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